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 REVISION FOR THE FIRST TERM TEST –GRADE 12 

I. PHONETICS 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs fromthe other three in 

pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. arrived B. believed C. received D. hoped 

2. A. opened B. knocked C. played D. occurred 

3. A. rubbed B. tugged C. stopped D. filled 

4. A. dimmed B. travelled C. passed D. stirred 

5. A. tipped B. begged C. quarrelled D. carried 

6. A. tried B. obeyed C. cleaned D. asked 

7. A. packed B. added C. worked D. pronounced 

8. A. watched B. phoned C. referred D. followed 

9. A. agreed B. succeeded C. smiled D. loved 

10. A. laughed B. washed C. helped D. weighed 

11:  A. live    B. mice    C. smile   D. mobile 

12:  A. find    B. think    C. drive   D. mind 

13:  A. internet   B. life     C. distinguished  D. dedication 

II. VOCABULARY 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the followingquestions.  

1. The mass media are ____ of communication, such as books, newspapers,recordings, radio, movies, 

television, mobile phones and the Internet.  

A. models.   B. means  C. parts  D. types  

2. TV companies ____ their programmes across the country or even across the world.  

A. broadcast   B. refresh  C. connect   D. publish  

3. While a sports match has spectators and radio has listeners, television has ____. 

A. audience   B. witnesses  C. viewers   D. commentators  

4. Martin Luther King devoted his life to the ____ of voting right for black people. 

A. effort   B. realization   C. achievement   D. performance  

5. His father used to be a ____ professor at the university. Many students worshipped him.. 

A. distinct   B. distinctive   C. distinguishing   D. distinguished  

6. Mark Zuckerberg's enormous success has taken a lot of hardwork and ____. 

A. indifference  B. dedication   C. loyalty  D. reputation  

7. I can't believe she didn't do anything for the company. I will ____ and be in charge.  

A. take over  B. take on  C. take up  D. take in  

8. That disable boy's victory in the race set the ____ example to all students in theschool.  



A. finest   B. first-class   C. rarest  D. most convenient  

9. A ____ once said “It is a sweet and honourable thing to die for your country.”  

A. patriotism   B. patriotic  C. patriot  D. patrol 

10. IPhone 7 is the latest ____ in the field of smartphone design of Apple.  

A. creator   B. create  C. creativity   D. creation  

11. It is the underserved ____ that damaged his life and his family.  

A. reputable   B. repute  C. reputation   D. disrepute  

12. At the age of 50, Robby William ____ his career after spending his twenty yearsplaying electric guitar.  

A. moved   B. changed  C. adjusted   D. stopped  

13. She has a wonderful voice but unfortunately, she never gets the ____ to sing inpublic. 

A. event   B. occasion   C. ability  D. chance  

14. Michael Hart was the ____ of Project Gutenberg, one of the longest-lasting online library projects.  

A. founder   B. author  C. architect  D. father  

15. Visitors can ____ various types of “ao dai” costumes for free at the Ha Noi Global Cultural Center.  

A. dress up   B. put on  C. try on  D. wear out  

16. Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth, Hampshire in 1812, but relocated to and ____ in Camden Town 

in London.  

A. came back   B. called away  C. grew up  D. left out  

17. It's easy to ____ your parents for granted.  

A. get    B. have   C. make  D. take  

18. Every year several languages ____. Some people think that this is not important because life will be easier 

if there are fewer languages in the world.  

A. die away   B. die out  C. die off  D. die down 

19. In all social systems, there is a minority group which is looked ____ by others in that culture and kept ____ 

of mainstream society.  

A. back on – up B. down on - out  C. out of – down D. through - back   

20. Xoan singing is a vocal art of villages in the ancestral land of Phu Tho. It has been ____ for generations and 

the oral tradition is still very much alive today.  

A. handed down B. landed on   C. passed by  D. taken over  

21. Geographical position has given India a chance to develop a ____ culture and this cultural ____ is a big 

"pull" factor for travelers from different countries.  

A. unique – unique    B. unique - uniqueness  

C. uniqueness – unique   D. uniqueness - uniqueness  

22. Most companies show ____ against the obese.  

A. prejudice   B. prejudicing  C. prejudge   D. prejudging  



23. Greek and Latin are the ____ sources of the international scientific vocabulary.  

A. predominant B. predominance   C. predominated   D. predominating  

24. Viet Nam's Hung Kings worshiping ____ in Phu Tho Province has become part of the world's intangible 

cultural heritage. 

A. ritual   B. ritualism   C. ritualistic   D. ritualizing  

25. Many parents afraid that their children are becoming less familiar ____ their traditions.  

A. to    B. from   C. for   D. against  

26. Since moving to another country, some people decide to follow the customs of the new country, while ____ 

prefer to keep their own customs.  

A. another   B. other  C. others  D. the other  

27. The best way to preserve your culture is to keep it ____.  

A. alive   B. living   C. life   D. lively  

28. Culture helps people ____ to the world around them.  

A. adapt   B. change   C. alter   D. fit  

29. A broad definition of ____ is when two separate items, each with different characteristics, come together 

and blend.  

A. assimilation  B. diversity   C. preservation   D. urbanization 

30. Many new immigrants have not yet assimilated fully ____ the new culture. 

A. into   B. with   C. in    D. by 

31. Some people feel a strong ____ to keep their cultural identities. 

A. craving   B. pressure   C. urge   D. wish 

32. The latest heritage at risk register revealed that 5,831 listed buildings, monuments, archaeological sites, and 

landscapes in England are at ____ of being lost.  

A. danger   B. edge  C. ease   D. risk  

33. The objective is to promote the role of inhabitants and communities in the development of a modern 

architecture imbued ____ national identity.  

A. against   B. by   C. for   D. With 

34. A columnist ____ in writing a newspaper or a magazine.  



A. believes   B. concentrates   C. responds   D. specializes  

35. A lot of residents had to ____ from the unexpected hurricane last month.  

A. protect   B. recover   C. suffer   D. save  

36. The society tries to deal ____ young offenders ____ a variety of ways. 

A. to - by   B. about - to   C. with - in    D. around - from  

37. We couldn't figure ____ why the editor-in-chief had changed his mind about the article.  

A. out    B. up    C. down  D. through  

38. TV companies ____ their programmes across the country or even across the world.  

A. broadcast   B. refresh  C. connect   D. publish  

39. While a sports match has spectators and radio has listeners, television has ____. 

A. audience   B. witnesses  C. viewers   D. commentators  

40. I hate ____ newspapers; they're just full of gossip, scandal and lies!  

A. online   B. daily  C. tabloid  D. rubbish  

41. There's a great ____ show on BBC1 tonight. Contestants have to race through a supermarket as quickly as 

they can, filling up their trolleys as they go.  

A. talk    B. game  C. quiz   D. live  

42. On some TV channels, a(n) ____ tells you what the next programme is going to be. 

A. journalist   B. commentator   C. announcer   D. producer  

43. The ____ involves TV, radio and even electronic forms of communication such as the Internet.  

A. media   B. press  C. network   D. telecommunication 

44. There's a(n) ____ in the paper about the Reality Television in Viet Nam.  

A. feature   B. article   C. essay  D. announcement  

45. I always get the news from my local radio ____. 

A. place   B. site    C. studio  D. station  

46. Johnny Depp rarely ____ invitations to do interviews. 

A. agrees   B. accepts   C. denies   D. approves  

47. How many means of ____ do you use on a regular basis?  



A. communication  B. communicating   C. communicator D. communicative  

48. New digital media forms are more personal and social as they allow people to connect each other and ____ 

their experiences. 

A. personal   B. persona   C. personalize    D. personify  

49. Are you thinking of a career in ____? 

A. journal   B. journalism   C. journalist    D. journalistic  

50. You don't actually get a lot of ____ from a news report on radio or TV. 

A. informed   B. informations   C. informative   D. information  

51. I joined an ____ online course taught by an experienced tutor. 

A. interactive   B. active  C. interaction    D. interact  

52. Students use the library's computers to get access ____ the Internet.  

A. for    B. to    C. with   D. by  

53. Video and computer games have also developed into a ____ media form. 

A. mess   B. big    C. mass  D. global  

54. It is not always easy to ____ the difference between fact and opinion.  

A. make   B. say    C. do   D. tell  

55. In my ____, freedom of the press must be maintained.  

A. mind   B. sight   C. view  D. thought  

56. Media mogul Ronald Morduck has ____ control of another tabloid. 

A. made   B. given   C. found  D. taken  

57. The issue ____ question is more complex than you think.  

A. in   B. from   C . on   D. at  

58. Watch ____ for words like "so-called” in articles as they express the writer's bias.  

A. about   B. out   C. around   D. over  

59. Most people ____ the mass media as their main source of information.  

A. rely on   B. try on  C. put on   D. hold on  



60. The pie chart shows the preferred forms of communication recorded in a survey ____ in Intel Secondary 

School in August 2014.  

A. carried out   B. carried on   C. carried away   D. carried up  

61. Her latest bestseller ____ last month. 

A. came out   B. went out   C. pulled out   D. broke out  

62. I saw the interview while I was ____ through a magazine at the hairdresser's. 

A. clicking   B. picking   C. flicking   D. ticking  

63. The tabloids completely ____ that story about Bruce Willis. It's not true at all.  

A. stood out   B. filed in  C. made up  D. turned over  

64. In the early 21st century, with the ____ of mobile communication technology, the mobile phone has 

emerged as a new and unique channel. 

A. explosion   B. explosive   C. exploitation   D. exploration  

65. I'm amazed that the tabloids which are full of rubbish have such big ____.  

A. headlines   B. articles   C. supplements   D. circulations  

III. GRAMMAR 

1. My brother ____ at the road when he ____ into a hole.  

A. wasn't looking - was falling   B. didn't look - has fallen  

C. wasn't looking – fell    D. won't look - fall 

2. Magellan ____ the first European who ____ through the strait. 

A. was - was sailing     B. was being - was sailing   

C. had been – sailed     D. was - sailed  

3. The first self-sufficient village in Britain ____ the Norman's idea. They were some strange invaders who 

____ to change the country in a better way.  

A. was – hoped     B. is - have hoped  

C. have been - were hoping    D. was being - had hoped  

4. Who is ____ girl over there with Jimmy?  

A. the   B. a   C. an    D. Ø   

5. The boss needs an assistant with ____ good knowledge of foreign trade.  

A. a    B. the    C. any   D. Ø  

6. We are having ____ terrible weather which is quite strange. Usually ____ weather in UK is not this bad.  

A. the – the   B. a – the  C. Ø- the  D. the - a  

7. Could you please close ____ window? I don't think it is necessary to open all the four. 

A. a    B. the    C. some  D. Ø  

8. It is recommended that the vehicle owner ____ present at the court.  

A. be    B. be not   С . not being  D. not to be  

9. Congress has decreed that the gasoline tax ____. 

A. abolish   B. abolished   C. be abolished   D. been abolished  

10. The doctor recommended that she ____ a specialist about the problem.  

A. be seen   B. seeing  C. should be seen   D. should see  

11. It is essential that she ____ the truth.  

A. told   B. should be tell  C. should be told   D. should been told  

12. It has been proposed that we ____ the topic.  

A. not change   B. not to change   C. to change   D. to not change  

13. I wanted to say goodbye to Jerry, but he ____. 



A. was already left     B. already left  

C. had already been leaving    D. had already left  

14. When we ____ to the airport, I realized that I ____ my passport at home. 

A. got - had left  B. got - was left   C. got - left   D. had got - had left  

15. He ____ the umbrella in his right hand trying to keep his balance.  

A. hold   B. held   C. has been holding    D. has held  

16. I don't need a car; we live ____ easy reach of the shops.  

A. upon   B. within   C. at   D. towards  

17. We couldn't figure ____ why the editor-in-chief had changed his mind about the article.  

A. out    B. up    C. down  D. through  

18. In the hospital, the case was diagnosed as pneumonia. Before that, she had beentreated ____ hay fever.  

A. for    B. on    C. against   D. from 

19. How long ____ Gerry?  

A. has you been knowing B. has you know  C. have you been knowing D. have you known 

20. How many times ____ New York?  

A. has Charles been visiting    B. has Charles visited  

C. have Charles been visiting    D. have Charles visited  

21. She ____ French words for hours, but she still doesn't remember all of them.  

A. has been learning  B. has been learnt  C. has learnt  D. have been learning  

22. My father ____. 

A. has never smoked    B. have never smoked  

C. has never been smoking   D. have never been smoking  

23. Oh dear, the light ____ all night.  

A. has been burning  B. has burnt   C. has burned  D. have burning  

24. We ____ Lisa recently.  

A. hasn't seen  B. haven't seen  C. haven't been seeing  D. haven't been seen  

25.  __ some German and British management styles are similar, there are many differences between them. 

    a. In spite   b. In spite of   c. Despite the fact that  d. Despite 

26. I could not eat _______ I was very hungry. 

    a. even though b. in spite   c. despite    d. in spite the fact that 

27. Julie passed the exam _______ of working very hard. 

    a. despite        b. because   c. in spite    d. though 

28. In spite _______, the baseball game was not cancelled. 

     a. the rain   b. of the rain   c. it was raining          d. there was a rain 

29. _______ he had enough money, he could buy a new car. 

    a. Despite   b. In spite of   c. Because of       d. Because 

30. _______, he walked to the station. 

    a. Despite being tired          b. Although to be tired   c. In spite being tired    d. Despite tired  

31. You're red in the face. ____ 

A. Has you ran?    B. Have you been runned?  

C. Have you ran?    D. Have you been running?  

32. The sun ____ since this morning.  

A. has shining  B. has shined   C. has shone  D. has been shining  

33. How long ____ the drums?  

A. have you been playing B. you have played  C. have you playing  D. have you played  

34. My job gets ____ every year.  

A. harder and harder     B. harder and more harder 



C. more harder and harder    D. more and more harder  

35. She's getting over her operation. She feels ____. 

A. gooder and gooder     B. better and better  

C. more better and better    D. more and more better  

36. The market for tablets is becoming ____ all the time.  

A. competitiver and competitiver   B. more and more competitive  

C. more competitiver and competitiver  D. more competitive and competitive  

37. My dad's eyesight is getting ____. He can hardly see anything these days.  

A. more worser and worser    B. more and more worse 

C. worse and worse     D. worser and worser  

38. It's time you tidied your room. It's getting ____. 

A. messier and messier    B. more Messier and messier  

C. more messy and messy    D. more and more messy  

39. Linda only ____ the film after she ____ the book.  

A. understood – read     B. understood - had read  

C. had understood – read    D. understood - was reading  

40. ____ you ever ____ on TV before you ____ in this reality show?  

A. Had ... appeared - took part    B. Have ... appeared - took part 

C. Did ... appear - had taken part    D. Would ... appear - took part  

IV. WRITING 

Part 1 : Rewrite the sentences 

1. Anna had gone home before we arrived.  (after) 

………………………………………………………………………………………..  

2. We came later than everyone had gone. (after) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Because of his bad action, she didn’t like him. (because) 

Because………………………………………….  

4. She wrote a letter. Then she sent to her brother. (after) 

5. In spite of getting up late, Tom got to school on time.   (although) 

Although…………………………. 

6. She wrote a letter. Then she sent to her brother.  (after) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Part 2  

Topic 1: Write a paragraph about advantages of  the Internet 

Suggestion : 



-a rich source of education 

-mean of entertainment 

- a source of information  

Topic 2: Write a paragraph about disadvantages of  the Internet 

Suggestion : 

-waste a large amount of time 

-cause addiction 

- neglect one’s  studies 

V.Speaking 

1. Talk about one of the historical figures 

His / her name? 

When and where born ? 

His / her family’s background 

Why you like him / her 

 

2. Talk about the causes and effects of urbanisation 

- Effect of urbanization  

Inadequate water and sanitation  

Lack of rubbish disposal  

Industrial pollution 

- causes of urbanisation 

Social factors -better quality of living , education ,facilities and business opportunities  

Modernisation -better technology ,infrastructure 

 

3. Talk about advantages and disadvantages of going green 

- advantages 

Reduce environmental pollution  

Lead a healthier life 

Impact change in your com 

- Disadvantages of going green  

Going green takes time  

High cost of products 

Going green takes efort and dedication 

4. Talk about a form of social media you use everyday. Explain how you benefit from it. 

Which one you mention  

Build relationship 

Conect any time  

Entertainment 

5. What should we do to maintain cultural diversity in modern world? 

- eat tradtional food 

- wear traditional costums 

- speak native languages 

- preserve tradition  practices. 
 

 

KEYS: REVISION FOR THE FIRST TERM TEST –GRADE 12 

 

I. PHONETICS 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs fromthe other three in 

pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

 

1. A. arrived B. believed C. received D. hoped 

2. A. opened B. knocked C. played D. occurred 

3. A. rubbed B. tugged C. stopped D. filled 



4. A. dimmed B. travelled C. passed D. stirred 

5. A. tipped B. begged C. quarrelled D. carried 

6. A. tried B. obeyed C. cleaned D. asked 

7. A. packed B. added C. worked D. pronounced 

8. A. watched B. phoned C. referred D. followed 

9. A. agreed B. succeeded C. smiled D. loved 

10. A. laughed B. washed C. helped D. weighed 

 

11:  A. live    B. mice    C. smile   D. mobile 

12:  A. find    B. think    C. drive   D. mind 

13:  A. internet   B. life     C. distinguished  D. dedication 

 

II. VOCABULARY 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the followingquestions.  

1. The mass media are ____ of communication, such as books, newspapers,recordings, radio, movies, 

television, mobile phones and the Internet.  

A. models.   B. means  C. parts  D. types  

2. TV companies ____ their programmes across the country or even across the world.  

A. broadcast   B. refresh  C. connect   D. publish  

3. While a sports match has spectators and radio has listeners, television has ____. 

A. audience   B. witnesses  C. viewers   D. commentators  

4. Martin Luther King devoted his life to the ____ of voting right for black people. 

A. effort   B. realization   C. achievement   D. performance  

5. His father used to be a ____ professor at the university. Many students worshipped him.. 

A. distinct   B. distinctive   C. distinguishing   D. distinguished  

6. Mark Zuckerberg's enormous success has taken a lot of hardwork and ____. 

A. indifference  B. dedication   C. loyalty  D. reputation  

7. I can't believe she didn't do anything for the company. I will ____ and be in charge.  

A. take over  B. take on  C. take up  D. take in  

8. That disable boy's victory in the race set the ____ example to all students in theschool.  

A. finest   B. first-class   C. rarest  D. most convenient  

9. A ____ once said “It is a sweet and honourable thing to die for your country.”  

A. patriotism   B. patriotic  C. patriot  D. patrol 

10. IPhone 7 is the latest ____ in the field of smartphone design of Apple.  

A. creator   B. create  C. creativity   D. creation  

11. It is the underserved ____ that damaged his life and his family.  

A. reputable   B. repute  C. reputation   D. disrepute  

12. At the age of 50, Robby William ____ his career after spending his twenty yearsplaying electric guitar.  

A. moved   B. changed  C. adjusted   D. stopped  

13. She has a wonderful voice but unfortunately, she never gets the ____ to sing inpublic. 

A. event   B. occasion   C. ability  D. chance  

14. Michael Hart was the ____ of Project Gutenberg, one of the longest-lasting online library projects.  

A. founder   B. author  C. architect  D. father  

 

15. Visitors can ____ various types of “ao dai” costumes for free at the Ha Noi Global Cultural Center.  



A. dress up   B. put on  C. try on  D. wear out  

16. Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth, Hampshire in 1812, but relocated to and ____ in Camden Town 

in London.  

A. came back   B. called away  C. grew up  D. left out  

17. It's easy to ____ your parents for granted.  

A. get    B. have   C. make  D. take  

18. Every year several languages ____. Some people think that this is not important because life will be easier 

if there are fewer languages in the world.  

A. die away   B. die out  C. die off  D. die down 

19. In all social systems, there is a minority group which is looked ____ by others in that culture and kept ____ 

of mainstream society.  

A. back on – up B. down on - out  C. out of – down D. through - back   

20. Xoan singing is a vocal art of villages in the ancestral land of Phu Tho. It has been ____ for generations and 

the oral tradition is still very much alive today.  

A. handed down B. landed on   C. passed by  D. taken over  

21. Geographical position has given India a chance to develop a ____ culture and this cultural ____ is a big 

"pull" factor for travelers from different countries.  

A. unique – unique    B. unique - uniqueness  

C. uniqueness – unique   D. uniqueness - uniqueness  

22. Most companies show ____ against the obese.  

A. prejudice   B. prejudicing  C. prejudge   D. prejudging  

23. Greek and Latin are the ____ sources of the international scientific vocabulary.  

A. predominant B. predominance   C. predominated   D. predominating  

24. Viet Nam's Hung Kings worshiping ____ in Phu Tho Province has become part of the world's intangible 

cultural heritage. 

A. ritual   B. ritualism   C. ritualistic   D. ritualizing  

25. Many parents afraid that their children are becoming less familiar ____ their traditions.  

A. to    B. from   C. for   D. against  



26. Since moving to another country, some people decide to follow the customs of the new country, while ____ 

prefer to keep their own customs.  

A. another   B. other  C. others  D. the other  

27. The best way to preserve your culture is to keep it ____.  

A. alive   B. living   C. life   D. lively  

28. Culture helps people ____ to the world around them.  

A. adapt   B. change   C. alter   D. fit  

29. A broad definition of ____ is when two separate items, each with different characteristics, come together 

and blend.  

A. assimilation  B. diversity   C. preservation   D. urbanization 

30. Many new immigrants have not yet assimilated fully ____ the new culture. 

A. into   B. with   C. in    D. by 

31. Some people feel a strong ____ to keep their cultural identities. 

A. craving   B. pressure   C. urge   D. wish 

32. The latest heritage at risk register revealed that 5,831 listed buildings, monuments, archaeological sites, and 

landscapes in England are at ____ of being lost.  

A. danger   B. edge  C. ease   D. risk  

33. The objective is to promote the role of inhabitants and communities in the development of a modern 

architecture imbued ____ national identity.  

A. against   B. by   C. for   D. With 

34. A columnist ____ in writing a newspaper or a magazine.  

A. believes   B. concentrates   C. responds   D. specializes  

35. A lot of residents had to ____ from the unexpected hurricane last month.  

A. protect   B. recover   C. suffer   D. save  

36. The society tries to deal ____ young offenders ____ a variety of ways. 

A. to - by   B. about - to   C. with - in    D. around - from  

37. We couldn't figure ____ why the editor-in-chief had changed his mind about the article.  

A. out    B. up    C. down  D. through  



38. TV companies ____ their programmes across the country or even across the world.  

A. broadcast   B. refresh  C. connect   D. publish  

39. While a sports match has spectators and radio has listeners, television has ____. 

A. audience   B. witnesses  C. viewers   D. commentators  

40. I hate ____ newspapers; they're just full of gossip, scandal and lies!  

A. online   B. daily  C. tabloid  D. rubbish  

41. There's a great ____ show on BBC1 tonight. Contestants have to race through a supermarket as quickly as 

they can, filling up their trolleys as they go.  

A. talk    B. game  C. quiz   D. live  

42. On some TV channels, a(n) ____ tells you what the next programme is going to be. 

A. journalist   B. commentator   C. announcer   D. producer  

43. The ____ involves TV, radio and even electronic forms of communication such as the Internet.  

A. media   B. press  C. network   D. telecommunication 

44. There's a(n) ____ in the paper about the Reality Television in Viet Nam.  

A. feature   B. article   C. essay  D. announcement  

45. I always get the news from my local radio ____. 

A. place   B. site    C. studio  D. station  

46. Johnny Depp rarely ____ invitations to do interviews. 

A. agrees   B. accepts   C. denies   D. approves  

47. How many means of ____ do you use on a regular basis?  

A. communication  B. communicating   C. communicator D. communicative  

48. New digital media forms are more personal and social as they allow people to connect each other and ____ 

their experiences. 

A. personal   B. persona   C. personalize    D. personify  

49. Are you thinking of a career in ____? 

A. journal   B. journalism   C. journalist    D. journalistic  

50. You don't actually get a lot of ____ from a news report on radio or TV. 



A. informed   B. informations   C. informative   D. information  

51. I joined an ____ online course taught by an experienced tutor. 

A. interactive   B. active  C. interaction    D. interact  

52. Students use the library's computers to get access ____ the Internet.  

A. for    B. to    C. with   D. by  

53. Video and computer games have also developed into a ____ media form. 

A. mess   B. big    C. mass  D. global  

54. It is not always easy to ____ the difference between fact and opinion.  

A. make   B. say    C. do   D. tell  

55. In my ____, freedom of the press must be maintained.  

A. mind   B. sight   C. view  D. thought  

56. Media mogul Ronald Morduck has ____ control of another tabloid. 

A. made   B. given   C. found  D. taken  

57. The issue ____ question is more complex than you think.  

A. in   B. from   C . on   D. at  

58. Watch ____ for words like "so-called” in articles as they express the writer's bias.  

A. about   B. out   C. around   D. over  

59. Most people ____ the mass media as their main source of information.  

A. rely on   B. try on  C. put on   D. hold on  

60. The pie chart shows the preferred forms of communication recorded in a survey ____ in Intel Secondary 

School in August 2014.  

A. carried out   B. carried on   C. carried away   D. carried up  

61. Her latest bestseller ____ last month. 

A. came out   B. went out   C. pulled out   D. broke out  

62. I saw the interview while I was ____ through a magazine at the hairdresser's. 

A. clicking   B. picking   C. flicking   D. ticking  

63. The tabloids completely ____ that story about Bruce Willis. It's not true at all.  



A. stood out   B. filed in  C. made up  D. turned over  

64. In the early 21st century, with the ____ of mobile communication technology, the mobile phone has 

emerged as a new and unique channel. 

A. explosion   B. explosive   C. exploitation   D. exploration  

65. I'm amazed that the tabloids which are full of rubbish have such big ____.  

A. headlines   B. articles   C. supplements   D. circulations  

 

III. GRAMMAR 

1. My brother ____ at the road when he ____ into a hole.  

A. wasn't looking - was falling   B. didn't look - has fallen  

C. wasn't looking – fell    D. won't look - fall 

2. Magellan ____ the first European who ____ through the strait. 

A. was - was sailing     B. was being - was sailing   

C. had been – sailed     D. was - sailed  

3. The first self-sufficient village in Britain ____ the Norman's idea. They were some strange invaders who 

____ to change the country in a better way.  

A. was – hoped     B. is - have hoped  

C. have been - were hoping    D. was being - had hoped  

4. Who is ____ girl over there with Jimmy?  

A. the   B. a   C. an    D. Ø   

5. The boss needs an assistant with ____ good knowledge of foreign trade.  

A. a    B. the    C. any   D. Ø  

6. We are having ____ terrible weather which is quite strange. Usually ____ weather in UK is not this bad.  

A. the – the   B. a – the  C. Ø- the  D. the - a  

7. Could you please close ____ window? I don't think it is necessary to open all the four. 

A. a    B. the    C. some  D. Ø  

8. It is recommended that the vehicle owner ____ present at the court.  

A. be   B. be not   С . not being  D. not to be  

9. Congress has decreed that the gasoline tax ____. 

A. abolish   B. abolished   C. be abolished   D. been abolished  

10. The doctor recommended that she ____ a specialist about the problem.  

A. be seen   B. seeing  C. should be seen   D. should see  

11. It is essential that she ____ the truth.  

A. told   B. should be tell  C. should be told   D. should been told  

12. It has been proposed that we ____ the topic.  

A. not change   B. not to change   C. to change   D. to not change  

13. I wanted to say goodbye to Jerry, but he ____. 

A. was already left     B. already left  

C. had already been leaving    D. had already left  

14. When we ____ to the airport, I realized that I ____ my passport at home. 

A. got - had left  B. got - was left   C. got - left   D. had got - had left  

15. He ____ the umbrella in his right hand trying to keep his balance.  

A. hold   B. held   C. has been holding    D. has held  

16. I don't need a car; we live ____ easy reach of the shops.  

A. upon   B. within   C. at   D. towards  

17. We couldn't figure ____ why the editor-in-chief had changed his mind about the article.  

A. out    B. up    C. down  D. through  

18. In the hospital, the case was diagnosed as pneumonia. Before that, she had beentreated ____ hay fever.  

A. for   B. on    C. against   D. from 

19. How long ____ Gerry?  

A. has you been knowing B. has you know  C. have you been knowing D. have you known 

20. How many times ____ New York?  



A. has Charles been visiting    B. has Charles visited  

C. have Charles been visiting    D. have Charles visited  

21. She ____ French words for hours, but she still doesn't remember all of them.  

A. has been learning  B. has been learnt  C. has learnt  D. have been learning  

22. My father ____. 

A. has never smoked    B. have never smoked  

C. has never been smoking   D. have never been smoking  

23. Oh dear, the light ____ all night.  

A. has been burning  B. has burnt   C. has burned  D. have burning  

24. We ____ Lisa recently.  

A. hasn't seen  B. haven't seen  C. haven't been seeing  D. haven't been seen  

25.  __ some German and British management styles are similar, there are many differences between them. 

    a. In spite   b. In spite of   c. Despite the fact that  d. Despite 

26. I could not eat _______ I was very hungry. 

    a. even though b. in spite   c. despite    d. in spite the fact that 

27. Julie passed the exam _______ of working very hard. 

    a. despite        b. because   c. in spite    d. though 

28. In spite _______, the baseball game was not cancelled. 

     a. the rain   b. of the rain   c. it was raining          d. there was a rain 

29. _______ he had enough money, he could buy a new car. 

    a. Despite   b. In spite of   c. Because of       d. Because 

30. _______, he walked to the station. 

    a. Despite being tired          b. Although to be tired   c. In spite being tired    d. Despite tired  

31. You're red in the face. ____ 

A. Has you ran?    B. Have you been runned?  

C. Have you ran?    D. Have you been running?  

32. The sun ____ since this morning.  

A. has shining  B. has shined   C. has shone  D. has been shining  

33. How long ____ the drums?  

A. have you been playing B. you have played  C. have you playing  D. have you played  

34. My job gets ____ every year.  

A. harder and harder     B. harder and more harder 

C. more harder and harder    D. more and more harder  

35. She's getting over her operation. She feels ____. 

A. gooder and gooder     B. better and better  

C. more better and better    D. more and more better  

36. The market for tablets is becoming ____ all the time.  

A. competitiver and competitiver   B. more and more competitive  

C. more competitiver and competitiver  D. more competitive and competitive  



37. My dad's eyesight is getting ____. He can hardly see anything these days.  

A. more worser and worser    B. more and more worse 

C. worse and worse     D. worser and worser  

38. It's time you tidied your room. It's getting ____. 

A. messier and messier    B. more Messier and messier  

C. more messy and messy    D. more and more messy  

39. Linda only ____ the film after she ____ the book.  

A. understood – read     B. understood - had read  

C. had understood – read    D. understood - was reading  

40. ____ you ever ____ on TV before you ____ in this reality show?  

A. Had ... appeared - took part    B. Have ... appeared - took part 

C. Did ... appear - had taken part    D. Would ... appear - took part  

IV. WRITING 

  Part 1 : Rewrite the sentences  

1. Anna had gone home before we arrived. (after) 

 After Anna had gone home, we arrived. (after) 

2. We came later than everyone had gone. 

 We came after everyone had gone. 

3. Because of his bad action, she didn’t like him.  

Because………………………………………….  

Because he acted badly, she didn’t like him. 

4. She wrote a letter. Then she sent to her brother. (after) 

 After she had written a letter, she sent to her brother. 

5. In spite of getting up late, Tom got to school on time. 

Although…………………………. 

Although Tom got up late, he got to school on time. 

Part 2 : 

Topic 1: Write a paragraph about advantages of  using the Internet 

Suggestion : 

-a rich source of education 

-means of entertainment 

- a source of information  

Topic 2: Write a paragraph about disadvantages of  using the Internet 

Suggestion : 

-waste a large amount of time 

-cause addiction 

- neglect one’s  studies 

V.SPEAKING  

1. Talk about one of the historical figures 

His / her name? 

When and where born ? 

His / her family’s background 

Why you like him / her 

 



2. Talk about the causes and effects of urbanisation 

- Effect of urbanization  

Inadequate water and sanitation  

Lack of rubbish disposal  

Industrial pollution 

- causes of urbanisation 

Social factors -better quality of living , education ,facilities and business opportunities  

Modernisation -better technology ,infrastructure 

 

3. Talk about advantages and disadvantages of going green 

- advantages 

Reduce environmental pollution  

Lead a healthier life 

Impact change in your com 

- Disadvantages of going green  

Going green takes time  

High cost of products 

Going green takes efort and dedication 

4. Talk about a form of social media you use everyday. Explain how you benefit from it. 

Which one you mention  

Build relationship 

Conect any time  

Entertainment 

5. What should we do to maintain cultural diversity in modern world? 

- eat tradtional food 

- wear traditional costums 

- speak native languages 

- preserve tradition  practices. 
 

 

 

 


